
I received the following paraphrased e-mail
from a mainframe job seeker in response
to some of my recent, downbeat articles:

Thank you for being so negative about the
mainframe job market. I hope you scare off all
of my competition and leave all the great jobs
for me.

This short note speaks volumes in terms of
the profound shifts in the current definition of
a technical job (especially on the mainframe)
these days.

Vulnerable Specialty: A long time ago
(before 1/1/2000), a young person choosing a
career would look at computer technology as a
path of gold.

All of a sudden, IT jobs are again consid-
ered overhead. IT projects are not seen as
growth opportunities, but cost-saving mecha-
nisms. Perhaps we have all just come down to
earth–hard!

A Buyer’s Market: If you have interviewed
for a new position recently, you know how this
vulnerability is reflected in a hiring decision.
Salary and cost are much more important to the
hire decision. Not only are face-to-face inter-
views much more scarce, but they are much
more pointed. Since a hiring manager doesn’t
know when she’s going to get another new job
requisition, she needs to make sure that this
hiring decision is as foolproof as possible.

Heavy Competition for Jobs: You realize
how many intelligent and driven people are
out there in our industry when you must com-
pete with them for a job. Companies have
learned this the hard way. If they post a job,
they are drowned in resumes that, for the most
part, have excellent qualifications. The
Internet seems to be working too well!

Candidate Frustration: When you are unex-
pectedly laid off, the experience can be as trau-
matic as divorce or loss of a loved one: intense
feelings of denial, anger, and all the rest. Many
of you have told me how difficult it is to have an

upbeat and positive attitude going into an
interview in the middle of all of these feelings.
How easy it is to have enthusiasm melt into des-
peration if things don’t go well in an interview.

Compromising: Managers are taking sys-
tems programmer jobs. Systems programmers
are taking operations jobs. Applications pro-
grammers are working at Wal-Mart. The longer
you find yourself out of a job, the more types of
jobs you are willing to take. Of course, each
compromise is accompanied by a commensu-
rate cut in pay. Somethingis better than nothing,
yet there is this nagging voice reminding you
that the longer you are out of the hands-on tech-
nical side of what you really want to do, the less
marketable you will be. The only thing that will
stop this brutal downward spiral is a new job in
your field, but they are few and far between.

Rethinking Careers: With all of this bad
news, its no wonder that many IT folks (main-
framers included) are seriously thinking about
switching careers. The most common switch is to
move into a different, non-mainframe-oriented
technology. This is a logical first cousin, but IT
across the board has been hit by this recession.

Looking Ahead: The frustration I hear from
mainframe job seekers could easily be extrap-
olated to a doom and gloom scenario that
would eventually lead to the extinction of US
technical talent. Of course, that won’t happen.
There will be a turnaround, and I see glimmers
of this turnaround as I write this piece.

More importantly, you need to plan your
career and interview with an optimistic view
of your future, with a vision of what you could
do for a company, and with the hard-won les-
sons from these difficult economic times.

You’re in control: With the longest eco-
nomic expansion in history, we simply didn’t
have to actively manage our careers. The
telephone would ring, a new opportunity
would present itself, and you could then
decide if you wanted to make a move.

Through three years of economic downturn,
we have re-learned a hard lesson. No one really
cares about your career more than you do. If
you don’t manage and direct it, your career will
effectively be blown whichever way the wind
blows. Hopefully, we have learned that we must
constantly manage our careers.

Emphasize your people skills: It used to be
that being a premiere technician was enough.
You could have a great career, make good
money, and have some amount of job security.
When there are fewer jobs than there are qual-
ified people, many pure technicians with low
people skills are not included in the meetings
where they decide who will be laid off.

Continual growth: Technology marches on
and, as a technical professional, you must
take the responsibility to know where the
technology is going, run to the front and take
a leadership role.

You won’t find a better opportunity for tak-
ing control of your future (or a better value)
than the NaSTEC 17.1 Technical Education
Conferencein Chicago. You can find plenty of
reasons to use your Saturday in other ways, but
how important is your long-term career? See
the web site http://www.naspa.com/nastec.htm
for the details, and I’ll see you there.

E-mail your comments and questions to
Rick at ask-rick@monarchtech.com. Watch for
your response in the Ask Rick column in
NaSPA’s E-News e-mail newsletter.

NaSPA member Rick
Nashleanas now runs
Monarch Technology —
www.monarchtech.com
— a national recruiting
firm specializing in main-

frame and software company positions.
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